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AIM HIGH ... FLY, FIGHT, WIN
Hair

Female:
- 3 Inches in bulk, maximum
- Not below the collar (rear edge)
- Color must complement the member’s complexion and skin tone

Male:
- 1 1/4” in bulk, maximum
- Length will not exceed 1/4” at natural termination point (neckline, sideburns, etc)
- Tapered appearance on sides and back
- Sideburns not below lowest ear opening
Contact Lenses

- Must be clear

- **Cannot** change the natural color of the wearer’s eye
Earrings

-Females are permitted to wear earrings in uniform
-Earrings will be:
  -- Spherical (*round*)
  -- White diamond
  -- Gold
  -- White pearl
  -- Silver

**NEW**
No more than **4mm** in diameter
Watches:
- Must be conservative

_Prohibited_ examples:
- Diamond-covered
- Neon or bright colors
- Bands that exceed **1-inch** in width
- Novelty (i.e. cartoon character) watches
Bracelets

Bracelets must:
- Be conservative/plain
- Be no more than \( \frac{1}{2} \) inch in width
- Be GOLD or SILVER in color
- Not support a cause, a person, a philosophy or group

Exceptions:
- Medical Alert/ID bracelets are authorized
- Traditional metal POW/MIA/KIA bracelets, which come in colors besides silver, bronze, or gold, remain authorized
No Hands in Pockets!

Applies to all uniforms!

AIM HIGH ... FLY, FIGHT, WIN
Backpacks / Gym Bags

- With Blues and PTU
  - Solid color black or solid dark blue ONLY

- With ABUs:
  -- Solid color black
  -- Solid color dark blue
  -- ABU-patterned
  -- Olive drab
  -- AF sage green

• Carry in left hand only
• Wear on left shoulder or both shoulders
• NEVER worn on right shoulder only
Questions?

Read AFI 36-2903